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starting over—or just refining what
you’ve got? these inspiring ideas and terrific products will improve
any room in the house.

Granada Tile’s Medina is one of its Minis Mosaics designs, which are modeled after zellige tilework.
Made of cement, the tiles can be used in kitchens and bathrooms as flooring, walls, counters, or backsplashes. A range of 39 colors can be
arranged in any configuration. The tiles cost $130 per square foot. granadatile.com
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Brabantia’s Touch Bin now
comes in a 30-liter size that’s slim enough
for small spaces, and in a range of fizzy colors,
including, from left, Daisy Yellow,
Clay Pink, and Moss Green. The easy-to-clean interior
plastic bucket has a carrying handle, and
each bin costs $91. amazon.com

Boffi’s Tomato+ elevates the window
box to new heights. Using special seed
pods, vegetables and herbs like spinach,
parsley, and even radishes can be grown
inside a built-in appliance at the touch
of a button. A digital display controls
temperature, humidity, and lighting to
reproduce the effects of nature. Just add
water. Price upon request. boffi.com

Minneapolis, part of Baldwin’s
newest Evolved collection
of more than 20 smart-lock
handle sets and dead bolts,
pairs modern looks with
the latest technology. Offered
in 18 finishes, it costs $950.
baldwinhardware.com

The FashionMaster ironing
system by Miele distributes
steam evenly, both from the iron
and the board, which puffs up to
protect delicates. Outfitted with
a handheld steamer, foldable for
compact storage, and on wheels,
it costs $2,500. mielestore.com
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Alexa Hampton named her
Sammezzano fireplace surround for Chesney’s
after the Moorish-style castle
in Tuscany that inspired its design. Made of honed
Carrara marble and featuring swirling florals
and a multifoil arch, it costs
$13,800. chesneys.com
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Stact’s wine-storage system
debuted in 2012 with its
C-type Series, a modular wallmounted rack that displays
bottles cork-side-out, on pegs
that can accommodate
practically any shape or size
vessel. The company’s new
L-type Series adapts the same
panel design—offered in 12
finishes—to a network of
hooks that allows oenophiles
to show off prize vintages
label-side-out (it even fits
magnums). The best part? You
can mix and match both styles.
Each panel costs $100 to $120.
getstact.com

Stact’s original
C-type wine rack,
above, and the
new L-type rack.

Neolith’s newest surfaces
include, clockwise from top,
Aspen Grey, inspired by the Colorado
mountains; Zaha Stone, named
after the late starchitect Zaha Hadid;
and Blanco Carrara, modeled
after the luxurious Italian marble.
A range of thicknesses and
finishes are offered. From $14 per square
foot. neolith.com

PRESENTED
BY TARGET

Target’s new Project 62™ line of chic contem
porary home decor includes a round planter
made of aluminum with a polished brass finish
for $34.99. Target.com
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Manhattan-based designer
Caroline Beaupere drew upon
the symmetrical patterns
found in Paris’s famous public
garden for her Jardin des
Tuileries Petite tiles for New
Ravenna. Each is made of
polished Thassos and Nero
Marquina marbles and is
available in custom sizes and
materials. Price upon request.
newravenna.com
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The Frame, designed by Samsung with Yves Béhar, is a no-gap, wall-mount TV that
doubles as a work of art—literally: When the TV function is off, it displays any of 100
works by a roster of artists and photographers (like Barry McGee and David Benjamin
Sherry), or, with a $5-a-month subscription to its Art Store, more than 300 pieces curated
by international galleries and museums. 55″ for $2,000; 65″ for $2,800. samsung.com

